RC Players Board Meeting
9/29/2009

Attendance: Dan, Bria, Becca, Foster, John, Catherine, Sean, Kathryn, Mike, Patrick

EOS:
- NEED LOCATION!!! Really badly. REALLY really badly.
- Kathryn will perhaps look into seeing if Lorch is a possibility?

Keene Theater:
- If you want to do techie stuff, you need to go to orientation(s)

KaMiKaZe:
- Need details from Martin.
- What time? When do we advertise for our auditions? We do we have auditions? Do /we/ run auditions? Etc.

Catherine Update:
- Mike is producing (HOORAY!), several people lined up to stage manage.
- Budget: $500-$700.
- Had 20 people audition.
- Callbacks on Wednesday.
- Cast list will be cc’d to rcpboard.
- Should put up teaser posters a couple of weeks in advance.

Ellie’s Show:
- Has set designer, question mark?
- Needs producer, question mark?
- Maybe Bria? Maybe Kathryn? Maybe some combination thereof?

Back to EOS:
- Need wheelchair in a scene. How to get it there?
- Ride in it, obviously! Advertise for the show!
- Need posters.
- Mike’s offer of photoshopping a poster trounces Bria’s suggestion of hand-drawing it.
- Babycakes: 1 Bria: 0

***** Awkward Turtle Break! *****

Back to Kamikaze:
- Stats 350 exam is from 6-7:30 on Thursday -> we should start Kamikaze at 8, like we usually do.

Meeting sizzled out around 9:35. Nothing terribly pressing right now, except for that EOS not having space set in stone yet. Might make next week a little more harrowing if Angell doesn’t get back to us or Kathryn’s leads turn up empty handed. Time shall tell...